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a b s t r a c t

The electrochemical properties of Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3, Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 þ Co3O4, and
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 þ Co3O4 þ Ce0.8Sm0.15Nd0.05O2 as cathode materials on a zirconia solid elec-
trolyte with a ceria buffer layer have been investigated. Impedance spectra are measured to
investigate theircathodic polarization resistances in cells in a symmetric configuration. The
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 þ Co3O4 þ Ce0.8Sm0.15Nd0.05O2 composite shows extremely low polarization
resistance of 0.048 U cm2 at 700 �C, which is an improved value over the Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 due to
enhanced mixed ionic and electronic conductivity. This low polarization resistance is confirmed by
conducting an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy analysis on a large tubular SOFC fabricated
with the composite cathode. The tubular SOFC exhibits good cell performance of 0.400 W cm�2

under 0.7 V and at 700 �C and stable performance for 280 h.
� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are environmentally friendly
highly efficient electrochemical power generation devices that
directly convert chemical energy of a fuel gas into electrical energy.
SOFCs use relatively inexpensive materials compared to other types
of fuel cells and have relatively high tolerance to fuel impurities,
while offering hybrid power generation capability and high effi-
ciency [1e4]. Conventional SOFCs, however, operate at very high
temperature (>700 �C), leading to chemical/mechanical instability
and high operation cost. It is generally believed that reduction of
operation temperature from higher than 700 �C to an intermediate
temperature range of 550e700 �C is a possible solution for the
commercialization of SOFCs [5e7]. The intermediate temperature
(IT) would not only reduce the operation cost but also effectively
increase the durability of the fuel cells by suppressing the interfa-
cial reaction of cell components and particle growths of electrode
materials. However, the reduction in operation temperature
requires enhanced electrochemical reaction kinetics in the cathode.

Sr-doped LaMnO3 (LSM) has been conventionally used as
a cathode material for SOFCs because of its high electrochemical
properties for oxygen reduction and good stability and compati-
bility with zirconia solid electrolyte (SE) [8e10]. However, it is
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unsuitable for the cathode of IT-SOFCs due to inadequate electro-
chemical performance at low temperatures resulting from deteri-
orated oxygen ionic conductivity [10]. Extensive efforts have thus
been directed toward finding novel cathode materials with high
mixed ionic and electronic conductivity, which would extend
the three-phase boundary (TPB) at which oxygen reduction reac-
tion takes place. Perovskites containing cobalt or iron such as
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 (BSCF), Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3 (SSC), and La0.6Sr0.4-
Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF), instead of Mn as a B-site atom of perovskite
(ABO3), have been identified as candidates [5,6,11e15].

Among them, BSCF was initially developed by Shao et al. as
a good ceramic oxygen-separation membrane material [16]. The
oxygen permeability of a mixed conducting membrane is closely
related to the electronic and oxygen ionic conductivity of the
membrane material, thus implying that BSCF is potentially a good
cathode material. Shao and Haile first investigated the electro-
chemical performance of BSCF as an IT-SOFC cathode and demon-
strated excellent low-temperature electrode performance [5]. A
thin samaria-doped ceria (SDC) electrolyte film (thickness: 20 mm)
single SOFC-cell with a BSCF cathode was fabricated and the
maximumpower output of the cell wasw1010 mWcm�2 at 600 �C.
This attractive performance in terms of electrode polarization
resistance was obtained under contact with a doped ceria
electrolyte; however, BSCF shows high reactivity with the stabi-
lized-zirconia electrolyte, leading to greatly reduced cell perfor-
mance and fuel cell durability (It should be noted that insulating
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phases (SrZrO3 or BaZrO3) between the cathode and electrolyte
interface are formed). A doped ceria buffer layer is applied often to
prevent the formation of insulating phases between them
[5,14,17e19]. BSCF also has a high thermal expansion coefficient
(TEC: 19.2e22.9�10�6 K�1 between 25 �C and 850 �C), much
higher than that of stabilized-zirconia electrolyte, as well as large
chemical expansion coefficient, and a low melting point (1180 �C)
[20e22]. For a reliable cathode material, in addition to electronic/
catalytic functionality, similar (or preferably identical) thermal
expansion of the cathode with the electrolyte and high melting
temperature are prerequisites. The mismatch in thermal expansion
of the cathode and electrolyte could result in delamination of the
cathode layer from the electrolyte surface, and thus poor durability
of the fuel cell. High melting temperature of the cathode is also
required in order to prevent coarsening of cathode particles.

It has been found that composite cathodes often offer better cell
performance and durability than single-phase cathodes [23]. Intro-
ducing solid electrolyte materials with high ionic conductivity and
melting point into the cathode materials provides for an extended
TPB anddurability, leading to enhanced cathodic performance. It has
also been reported that composite cathodes often reduce the
thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the cathode and
electrolyte and enhance adhesion between them [24,25].

We present here a novel BSCF composite cathode (0.72BS
CFþ 0.08Co3O4þ 0.20 Ce0.8Sm0.15Nd0.05O2 (SNDC)) for application to
IT-SOFCs. Co3O4 and SNDCwere added to BSCF because the cobaltate
has high electronic conductivity and the ceria high ionic conductivity.
Further, the ceria has a lower TEC andhighermelting point thanBSCF.
For comparison, pureBSCFandBSCFþ Co3O4 cathodes alsohavebeen
studied.

2. Experimental

To obtain the BSCFeCo3O4eSNDC composite (BCS) cathode
material, the solid reaction method was used. BSCF, Co3O4, and
SNDC (0.72:0.08:0.20 wt. ratio) were mixed in ethyl alcohol and
then ball-milled with zirconia balls for 12 h. The composite
powders were obtained after drying on a hot plate (80 �C) with
stirring. The BSCFþ Co3O4 (BC) compositewas obtained in the same
manner. The used BSCF (BSCF5582, Kceracell Co., Ltd, Korea) and
Co3O4 (Alfa, 99.7%, USA) powders were commercial products. SNDC
was synthesized based on the solid state reaction method. Appro-
priate amounts of CeO2 (Alfa, 99.9%, USA), Sm2O3 (Aldrich 99.99%,
USA), and Nd2O3 (Alfa, 99.5%, USA) were mixed in ethyl alcohol
and then ball-milled with zirconia balls for 12 h. The slurry was
dried on a hot plate with stirring followed by high temperature
calcination (1200 �C for 2 h). The calcined powders were sieved 2
times through a 75-mm mesh sieve.

The average particle size and particle distribution of BSCF,
Co3O4, and SNDC were assessed via a PSA (particle size analysis,
HORIBA LA-910, Japan). The BCS powders fired at various temper-
atures (800e1000 �C) were characterized by using an X-ray
diffractometer (XRD, X’pert, Philips). The scanning speedwas 4� per
min and the step size was 0.03�. The microstructures of the cath-
odes were examined using a field emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM, S-4700, Hitachi). The accelerating voltage was
15 kV and a secondary electron detector was used as a detector.

To measure the electrical conductivities of BSCF, BC, and SNDC,
dense bulk samples were prepared. The BSCF and BC powders were
pressed into pellets using a stainless steel mold and sintered at
1100 �C for 5 h in air. For the SNDC bulk sample, the calcined ceria
powders were pressed into pellets followed by cold isostatic
pressing (CIP) at 200 MPa. The pressed pellets were sintered at
1550 �C for 10 h in air. The relative densities of all sintered samples
werehigher than90%. Their electrical conductivitiesweremeasured
using the 4-probe dc technique. Rectangular bar-shaped samples
were cut from the sintered pellets and Pt paste (Engelhard model
#6926) electrodes were painted at four notches. Direct current was
supplied to the samples and the corresponding voltage drop was
measured by a currentevoltage sourcemeter (Keithley, 2400).

The cathodic polarization resistances of the cathodes were
checked using the 2-probe ac impedance techniquewith symmetric
cells. The cell configurationwith the BCS cathode (BCS_cell) was BCS
jGDC (buffer layer)j ScSZ (solid electrolyte) jGDC (buffer layer)j BCS.
To fabricate the symmetric cell, ScSZ (Zr0.8Sc0.2O2, FCM) powders
were pressed into a pellet and then sintered at 1550 �C for 8 h in air.
The diameter and thickness of the sintered pellet were 1.2 cm and
0.1 cm, respectively. GDC (Ce0.9Gd0.1O2, BET: 11.8 m2 g�1, FCM, USA)
powders for the buffer layer were then screen-printed on both
surfaces of the zirconia electrolyte and thermally treated at 1400 �C
for 2 h in air. The BCS cathode was subsequently screen-printed on
the buffer layer followed by firing. In order to determine the optimal
firing temperature, five cells were fabricated with different firing
temperatures from 800 to 1000 �C with a step of 50 �C. The cathode
active area was 0.78 cm2. Other cells with different cathodes
(BSCF or BC) were also fabricated. Their cathode firing temperatures
were 900 �C.

The cathodic polarization resistances were investigated by Elec-
trochemical Impedance Spectra (EIS) measurements using an
impedance analyzer (Materials Mates 7260, Italy) after electroding
with an Ag-paste (H4580, Shoei chemical, Japan). The obtained EIS
data were analyzed using Z-view software (Scribner associates) to
estimate the resistance (R) of the sample. The EIS tests were con-
ductedasa functionof temperature (500e700 �C)andoxygenpartial
pressure (PO2 : 1e0.0066 atm). Ac impedance spectrawere obtained
in a frequency range of 0.1e10 MHz at an amplitude of 50 mV.

In order to verify the electrochemical performances of the
cathodes, anode-support type tubular SOFCs with large active area
(34.5 cm2) were constructed. The diameter of the tubular cells is
2.2 cm and cathode-coated length is 5 cm. The cell configuration of
the tubular cell was cathode jGDC (buffer layer)j ScSZ (solid elec-
trolyte) jAFLj NiO-YSZ anode, where AFL denotes the anode func-
tional layer and YSZ (Zr0.84Y0.16O2�d) yttria stabilized zirconia. For
the construction of the tubular cell, a commercial anode support
(Khancera, Korea) composed of NiO and YSZ was used. The AFL
layer with submicron-sized NiO (Sumitomo, Japan) and nano-sized
ScSZ (FCM, USA) was first coated on the surface of the anode
support using a dip-coating technique and then fired at 900 �C for
2 h. A slurry for the solid electrolyte was fabricated using butyl
alcohol media and coated on top of the AFL layer in the same
manner followed by firing at 1350 �C for 5 h. Finally, the cathode
was dip-coated and fired at 900 �C for 2 h after constructing the
GDC buffer layer.

The currentevoltage characteristics were evaluated and EIS
tests of the tubular cell were carried out as a function of temper-
ature (650e800 �C) using an electronic loader (Wonatech, Korea).
For the electrochemical tests, Ag-mesh and wire (Alfa, USA) were
wound on the surface of the cathode and Ni-felt (SMDC, Korea) was
put into anode side as current collection. The impedance spectra
were obtained by an electric loader and FRA (Wonatech, Z100,
Korea) over a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 10 kHzwith ac amplitude
of 0.5 V under a 0.8 V operation condition.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. X-ray diffraction

The BCS composites obtained using a ball-milling process with
zirconia grinding balls and ethanol were calcined at various temper-
atures and characterized by XRD to investigate the reaction between
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BSCF, Co3O4, and SNDC. Fig. 1 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of
the BCS calcined from 800 �C to 1000 �C with a step of 50 �C. The
patterns were indexed based on a physicalmixture of the BSCF phase
with cubic perovskite, the Co3O4 phase with a spinel structure, and
SNDC with a cubic fluorite structure below 900 �C (close, open, and
window circles in this figure indicate BSCF, Co3O4, and SNDC,
respectively). However, the cobaltate was no longer detected at
1000 �C firing, implying that it may react with other phases.
3.2. Microstructures

Three types of symmetric cells with BSCF, BC, and BCS were
fabricated. Fig. 2(a) shows the microstructure of the BCS_cell (BCS
Fig. 2. SEM photographs of BCS_cell. (a) is the fractured surface of BCS_cell fired at 800 �C (
900 �C, 950 �C, and 1000 �C, respectively. Inserts in (b) indicate the representative particles
jGDC (buffer layer)j ScSZ (solid electrolyte) jGDC (buffer layer)j BCS).
Fig. 2(b)e(f) shows the BCS layers of BCS_cells fired at 800e1000 �C,
respectively (thenumbers indicate the cathodefiring temperatures).
Good adhesion between each layer is achieved and the components
(BSCF, Co3O4, and SNDC) are randomly distributed as indicated in
Fig. 2(b). The components are estimated from the results of EDS and
PSA(theaverageparticle sizesofBSCF, Co3O4, andSNDCmeasuredby
PSA are w0.62 mm, w3.15 mm, and w0.55 mm, respectively). The
average particle size of BCS increases with temperature.

3.3. Electrical properties

Fig. 3 shows the electrical conductivities of BSCF, BC, and SNDC
as a function of temperature, where the dominant charge carriers of
cathodic firing temperature). (b)e(f) are the BCS layers of BC_cell fired 800 �C, 850 �C,
of BSCF, Co3O4, and SNDC, respectively.
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BSCF and BC are electrons while that of SNDC is a charged oxygen
vacancy. The electrical conductivity of BSCF first steadily increased
with temperature and then reached a level of approximately
40 S cm�1 at around 550 �C, while that of BC continuously
increasedwith temperature.Within a temperature range of interest
(600e800 �C), the electrical conductivity of BC is higher than that
of BSCF.

SNDC shows very fast oxygen ionic conduction. The ionic
conductivity of SNDC at 700 �C is higher (0.053 S cm�1) than the
value (0.018 S cm�1) reported for BSCF (note that the reported
conductivity of BSCF ( in Fig. 3) is the oxygen ionic conductivity)
[26]. As mentioned previously, the high mixed ionic and electronic
conductivity extends the TPB of the cathode leading to high elec-
trochemical performance. Thus, the cathodic resistance of BCS
containing BSCF, Co3O4, and SNDCwould be lower than that of pure
BSCF. This is verified by the following EIS study.
3.4. EIS study

BSCF as a cathode material for IT-SOFCs has received much
attention since being reported in Nature (2004). However, while
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Fig. 4. (a) The impedance spectra of BSCF_cell at 550 �C. Rohmic and Rp are the ohmic
resistance and the polarization resistance of the cell, respectively. (b) Bode plot
obtained from the cell.
a number of tests have been conducted on SOFC-systems using
dense ceria SE [5,6], little attention has been paid to SOFC-systems
with dense zirconia SE due to the mismatch of the TEC and
a chemical reaction between the cathode and Zr-ions (note that the
zirconia as a solid electrolyte is more widely used than ceria due to
the mechanical and redox stabilities and material costs, and thus it
is worth studying the electrochemical properties of BSCF on
zirconia SE with a ceria buffer layer). Thus, in this study, prior to
dealing with the BCS cathode, EIS tests for the BSCF cathode were
first carried out.

Fig. 4(a) shows representative impedance spectra (i.e. Nyquist
plot) of the BSCF_cell measured at 550 �C in PO2w 0.05 atm. The
numbers indicate the measured frequency in a logarithmic scale. As
indicated in the figure, the high-frequency offset is the ohmic
resistance (Rohmic) and the low-frequency offset is the cathodic
polarization resistance (Rp) of the cell. It is known that Rohmic is
attributed to electrolyte resistance (RSE), electrode ohmic resis-
tance, current collection resistance, and contact resistance between
the cathode and the SE. However, it was found that most of Rohmic
results from RSE because the computed resistivity
(rohmic¼ Rohmic� A/L, w111 U cm at 550 �C, where A and L is area
and thickness) is very close to the oxygen ionic resistivity of ScSZ at
that temperature (we examined the ionic conductivity of ScSZ
using 4-p dc measurement. rScSZ is w119 U cm at 550 �C).

The impedance spectra related to Rp consist of three imperfect
semicircular arcs, as seen in Fig. 4(a). Several depressed arcs are
observed for the electrodes and may be attributed to multiple
reactions involved in the polarization process. To determine each
resistance, the impedance patterns were numerically fitted with
Rohmic-R1Q1-R2Q2-R3Q3 circuits in series (see the inserted schematic
diagram in Fig. 4(a) where R and Q denote the resistance and
constant phase element (Q¼ CPE), respectively. Q indicates the
depression of a semicircular arc due to distribution of the relaxation
time constant (s¼ RC) with C being the capacitance) [27]. The solid
curved line indicates the best fit. From the fit, the resistances (R1, R2,
and R3) were computed.

Fig. 4(b) shows a Bode plot of BSCF_cell (real and imaginary
impedance depending on frequency). The real impedance (Z1)
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increases with a decrease of the frequency. The imaginary imped-
ance (Z2) exhibits three peaks (a, b, and c in Fig. 4(b)). The summit
frequency (fmax) is taken as the frequency at the measurement
point having the maximum imaginary value. fmaxs is 3981 Hz (a),
50 Hz (b), and 1.58 Hz (c). The several fmaxs values reflect the
existence of competitive elementary processes in the overall
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). According to an earlier report, the
values of fmaxs at a and b are related with dissociative adsorption,
charge transfer, and surface diffusion [8]. fmax at low frequency (c) is
closely linked to gas diffusion [8]. In order to identify the limiting
elementary processes in the BSCF cathode, EIS tests were per-
formed as a function of PO2.

Fig. 5 shows the obtained impedance patterns at various PO2 at
550 �C. The pattern size increases with a decrease of PO2, indicating
that Rp increases with decreasing PO2. As done in Fig. 4(a), all
patterns were numerically fitted to obtain each resistance. The PO2
dependency of the obtained resistance is exhibited in Fig. 6. The
value inserted in this figure denotes the PO2 dependency of each
resistance. In general, it is known that the dependency reflects the
elementary reaction (or rate determining step, rds) of the ORR as
described in the Appendix [28]. In Fig. 6, the PO2 dependencies of R1
and R2 arew0.08 andw0.34, respectively, which correspond to the
values controlled by the diffusion of Oad along the BSCF surface to
the TPB region and the charge transfer reaction (see Appendix). The
dependence of R3 was w1.4, which is associated with oxygen
molecular diffusion. Accordingly, in light of the electrical properties
of the BSCF, cathode materials with enhanced cathodic perfor-
mance could be developed by manipulating the surface oxygen
ionic diffusion and charge transfer reaction kinetics.

In this study, Co3O4 and SNDC were added to BSCF and, as
a result, improved performance was observed. This strategy is
based on the following considerations: (1) the addition of Co3O4
enhances the electrical conductivity of BSCF; (2) SNDC has higher
ionic conductivity than BSCF as seen in Fig. 3; and (3) composite
cathodes reduce concerns regarding mechanical compatibility with
SE and the particle growth of BSCF (note that the ceria (SNDC) has
a lower TEC and higher melting temperature than BSCF).

Fig. 7(a) shows the impedance spectra of BSCF_cell, BC_cell, and
BCS_cell at 600 �C in air. Rps of the impedance spectra of BC_cell and
BCS_cell decreased while the Rohmics values are similar to Rohmic of
BSCF_cell. In particular, Rp of BCS_cell is the lowest. This decreased
Rp results from the enhanced kinetics of the surface oxygen ionic
diffusion or the electronic charge transfer reaction, or both
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corresponding to R1 and R2. This is verified by Bode plots of the cells.
As seen in Fig. 7(b), BSCF_cell shows three peaks (fmaxs: a, b, and c)
while BC_cell and BCS_cell exhibit just two peaks (a and c). The
second peak (fmax¼ b) of BSCF_cell corresponding to R2 disappears
Fig. 10. (a) The dependencies of cell voltages and powers on current of the tubular cell
with the BCS cathode (the inserted picture) at various temperatures between 650 �C
and 800 �C. (b) The dependencies of cell voltages and power densities on current
densities of the tubular cell.
in BC_cell and BCS_cell, indicating that the kinetics of the electronic
charge transfer reaction is improved by Co3O4. The enhanced
kinetics of the surface oxygen ionic diffusion by SNDC is indicated
by the different height between the third peaks (fmax¼ c) of
BCS_cell and other cells. The height of fmax¼ c of BCS_cell corre-
sponding to R1 is slightly lower than those of BSCF_cell and BC_cell.

The Arrhenius plots of Rps of BSCF_cell, BC_cell, and BCS_cell
measured at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 8. As seen in
this figure, Rps and the activation energies of BC_cell and BCS_cell
are lower than that of BSCF_cell (the activation energies of BSCF, BC,
and BCS are estimated to be w0.93 eV, 0.89 eV, and w0.89 eV,
respectively). Among them, BCS_cell shows the lowest Rp as
expected. For instance, Rp of BCS_cell was measured to be
w0.048 U cm2 at 700 �C. However, Rp of BCS_cell was highly
affected by the cathode firing temperature.

Fig. 9 shows Rp as a function of the cathode firing temperature.
As seen here, there was an optimal temperature region
(850e900 �C). Lower or higher temperatures lead to increased Rp.
The increased Rp at temperature lower than 850 �C may be attrib-
uted to insufficient adhesion between the cathode and the buffer
layer or insufficient connectivity of the cathode particles. At
temperature higher than 900 �C, it may be due to an increase of the
particle size (note that the average particle size of BCS increases
with temperature, as seen in Fig. 2(b)) and the existence of cobal-
tate (note that cobaltate was hardly detected at 1000 �C in XRD). A
rapid increase of Rp was observed at 1000 �C firing.

3.5. IeV and IeP tests

An anode-supported tubular SOFC-cellwith the BCS cathodewas
fabricated to investigate the high electrochemical performance of
BCS. Fig. 10(a) shows its currentevoltage (IeV) and currentepower
(IeP) characteristics. The inserted figure is a picture of the tubular
cell investigated in this study. As noted earlier, the active area is
quite large at 34.5 cm2. For the electrochemical tests, ambient air
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was applied as the cathode atmosphere and hydrogen as the fuel.
The testswere carried out at various temperatures between 650 and
800 �C with a step of 50 �C. As seen in the figure, the OCV was
slightly above 1.1 V, reflecting an almost perfectly sealed cell, and
typical IeV and IeP curves were obtained. For instance, activated
polarization loss of the cell was dominantly observed at lowapplied
current range (<10 A) while concentration polarization loss was
shown at a high applied current range (>30 A). Additionally, the cell
performance decreased with decreasing operating temperature.
Fig.10(b) shows the power density of the cell as a function of current
density. High performancewas achieved. The power densities of the
cell under 0.7 V at 800 �C, 750 �C, 700 �C, and 650 �C are
0.538 W cm�2, 0.495 W cm�2, 0.400 W cm�2, and 0.277W cm�2,
respectively. However, the obtained values are not as high as
expected. This may be due to the high current collection resistance
inherently occurring in large tubular cells (note that high current
collection resistance is a feature of long tubular cells). To understand
the origin of the cell resistances, EIS tests for the cell were
conducted.

Fig. 11 exhibits the electrochemical impedance spectra of the
tubular cell measured at various temperatures (650e800 �C). In the
spectra, the high-frequency intercepts of the arcs to the x-axis
correspond to Rohmic and the sizes of the arcs indicate Rp, as
analyzed in Fig. 4. As seen in this figure, Rohmic is much higher than
Fig. 13. SEM photographs of the BCS layers (a) bef
Rp. For example, Rohmic is w0.48 U cm2 at 700 �C while Rp is
0.17 U cm2 (see the inserted figure, which is an enlarged figure of
the impedance pattern measured at 700 �C). Such high Rohmic may
be attributed to high current collection resistance, SE resistance,
and the buffer layer resistance (note that cell performance highly
depends on the current collection resistance in tubular SOFCs)
[29e35]. In general, Rohmic includes many types of ohmic resis-
tances such as the SE resistance, the current collection resistance,
the electrode ohmic resistance, and the contact resistance between
each layer. However, it is unlikely that both the electrode ohmic
resistance and the contact resistance highly affect Rohmic, given the
high electronic conductivity of the electrode and good adhesion
between each layer. The activation energy (Ea) of Rohmic isw0.48 eV,
which falls in the middle of the values of the ionic conduction of
ScSZ (Eaw 0.8 eV)/GDC (Eaw 0.7 eV) and the current collection of
a metal current collector (Ea is negligible). Thus, it is likely that
Rohmic is affected by both the SE/buffer layer resistances and the
current collection resistance (note that the sum of the SE and buffer
layer resistances estimated from their ionic conductivities in the
tubular cell was w0.1 U cm2 at 700 �C (the thickness of the SE and
buffer layer was about 15 mm)).

The impedance spectra related to Rp roughly consists of two
semicircular arcs (this is clearly shown in the inserted figure). The
first arc (high-frequency region, Rp,cþa) reduces with an increase of
temperature while the second arc (Rp,a) shows little dependence on
temperature. This indicates that the first arc is related to the acti-
vation process while the second arc is not. According to some
reports [8,36], the second arc results from the concentration
polarization resistance by the anode gas diffusion. In order to
evaluate whether the second arc is dominantly affected by the
anode gas diffusion, the impedance spectra under different anode
gases frompure hydrogen to nitrogenwere investigated. As a result,
the second arc highly responds to the anode atmosphere while the
first arc hardly changes (data not shown here). Additionally, this
finding is supported by the measured frequency of the second arc.
The log frequency corresponding to the second arc is below 1.6 (see
the numbers in the inserted figure), which is a typical range cor-
responding to anode gas diffusion resistance [36]. The first arc
corresponds to the sum of the polarization resistances of the
cathode and anode (Rp,cþa). Barfod et al. reported that the arc
obtained at a high-frequency range results from Rp,cþa [36]. One
interesting finding is that Rp,cþa is w0.06 U cm2 at 700 �C, which is
slightly higher than Rp (0.048 U cm2) obtained from the symmetric
cell (BCS_cell). Conclusively, Rp of the BCS on the zirconia SE system
with the ceria buffer layer is extremely low (note that most of the
resistance of the tubular cell originates from Rohmic and Rp,a).
ore and (b) after the stability test of BCS_cell.
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3.6. Durability

For the durability test of the tubular cell, the cell voltage and
power were obtained under a galvanostatic condition by applying
constant current of 14 A at 700 �C (the applying current corre-
sponds to 0.8 V as seen in Fig. 10(a)). Flowing air was applied as the
cathode atmosphere and hydrogen as the fuel. Fig. 12 presents the
durability of the tubular cell. As seen in the figure, the cell perfor-
mance was stable for 280 h, implying that all components of the
cell were chemically and mechanically stable during the
measurement. The stability of the cathode is confirmed from the
symmetric cell (BCS_cell, the inserted figure). The symmetric cell
test was carried out under flowing air. The inserted figure shows Rp
depending on time in the symmetric cell. Stable Rp was observed
for w120 h.

Fig. 13 shows the microstructures of the BCS before and after the
electrochemical test of the symmetric cell. As seen here, the
microstructure after the test undergoes little deformation. Based on
the SEM images, the average particle sizes and distributions
(Fig. 14) were estimated from the Feret’s mean diameter using an
image analysis program (Matrox Inspector 2.1) [37,38]. The average
particle sizes before and after the test were w0.72 mm and
w0.74 mm, respectively, showing that the BCS is a reliable cathode
material. The composite cathode is concluded to be a viable cathode
for IT-SOFCs.
a

b

Fig. 14. The particle distributions of the BCS cathodes of (a) before and (b) after the
stability test of BCS_cell.
4. Conclusions

We demonstrate a Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3þ Co3O4þ Ce0.8Sm0.15
Nd0.05O2 (0.72:0.08:0.20 in weight ratio) composite cathode
having excellent electrochemical performance and high stability for
IT-SOFCs. Its polarization resistance on a ScSZ solid electrolyte with
a ceria buffer layer isw0.048 U cm2 at 700 �C, which is much lower
than that of pure BSCF (0.085 U cm2). This enhancement derives
from enhanced mixed ionic and electronic conductivity by the
addition of Co3O4 and Ce0.8Sm0.15Nd0.05O2. A large tubular SOFC-cell
fabricatedwith the composite cathode showsgood cell performance
of 0.400W cm�2 under 0.7 V and at 700 �C. Stable cell performance
was observed during 280 h.
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Appendix

By use of KrogereVink notation, the overall oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) can be written as

1=2O2 þ V$$
o þ 2e/Ox

o (1)

where V denotes an oxygen vacancy and Oo
x oxygen ion in a normal

oxygen site. The ORR consists of multiple elementary reactions as
follows:

O2ðgÞ/O2ðsÞ (step 1)

O2ðsÞ/2Oad (step 2)

Oad þ e/O�
ad (step 3)

O�
ad/O�

TPB (step 4)

O�
TPB þ e/O2�

TPB (step 5)

O2�
TPB þ V$$

o /Ox
o (step 6)

where g, s, and ad denote gas, surface, and adsorption. Here,
different values of n in R¼ RoPO2

�1/n indicate different elementary
steps; for instance, n¼ 1, 1/2, 3/8, 1/4, and 0 reflects steps 1 (oxygen
molecule diffusion), 2 (adsorption reaction), 3 (charge transfer
reaction), 4 (surface oxygen ionic diffusion), and 6 (oxygen incor-
poration reaction), respectively [28].
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